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READING

Today in reading, we would like you to read the 
book ‘There’s a lion in my cornflakes’. 

Yesterday we looked at the front cover of the 

book to decide what we though the story would 
be about.

Today we are going to look at our favourite part.



READING

Once you have read the book, we would 
like you to think about your favourite page 

or favourite part. 

Use the sentence starter:

My favourite part was when… because…
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WRITING

Today we are going to look at day 2.

Follow the link to see Miss Brown again!

https://classroom.thenational.academy/le
ssons/instructions-to-commit-a-set-of-
instructions-to-memory

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/instructions-to-commit-a-set-of-instructions-to-memory
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Maths
Today we are going to be looking at a new concept. We are going 

to be investigating volume and capacity.

What does that mean?

We are going to begin by having a fun and practical lesson so that 

you can investigate. But first let’s look at some key vocabulary.

Capacity measures how 

much liquid a container can 

hold when it is full. This is 

always the same.

Volume is the amount of 

liquid in the container. This 

can vary



Maths

Have a look at the volume of each  jar of sweets below…

Full
Half Full

Or

Half Empty
Nearly Full

Nearly Empty Empty



Maths

Now here comes the fun part guys! 

Label each container and then send in some pictures to our email 
address so we can see!

Have fun!

Have a look for some different 
containers around your house. You 

could use a cup, bucket, bottle, have 

a look at the ideas, collect some and 
fill them with water, sand, rice 

whatever you can (be creative!)

Can you show a container that is…
• Full? 

• One that is empty? 

• One that is nearly full?

• One that is nearly empty? 
• And one that is half empty or half full? 

What do you notice about the ones that are half empty and half 

full?
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PHONICS

Today we are going to look at something 
very tricky in phonics.

We are going to look at ‘f’ and ‘th’



PHONICS

The first job is to draw a table.

Not this sort of table!



PHONICS

This sort of table!

Words with a f 
sound

Words with a th
sound

In this table you will 
need 2 headings and 
some space under to 
write each word. Like 

this table.

Much better!



PHONICS

Have a look at the pictures on the next 
few slides. Your job is to decide if they 

have a f sound or a th sound.

Remember… if the word makes you poke 
your tongue out when you sound it out, it’s 

a th.

Your turn!



PHONICS

Thumb

Sound it out 

th-u-mb 

Did you stick your 

tongue out on the 
th?



PHONICS

Try sorting these pictures out, are they th or 
f?



PHONICS

Try these too…



PHONICS

Well done! I’m sure you did fantastically! 

To chilli challenge yourself…

Try and think of three more words for each 
heading. Can you write them in a 

sentence?

Want more th and f? See the next slide…



PHONICS - EXTENSION

Here are some sentences where the th
and f have been used incorrectly…can 
you fix the sentences?

1. The fox is very cure and thluffy!

2. Is today Tuesday or Fursday?

3. One thor me, one thor you!


